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weather
Mostly cloudy today
with a chance of snow
flurries. High near 40.
Clearing tonight.
Low
near 20.

December 7, 1982

Pranks at University can become legal offenses
by Mary Jo McVay
staff reporter

Although pranks are usually pulled
out of good-natured fun, they can
sometimes get out of hand and turn
into criminal complaints, William
Bess, director of Campus Safety and
Security, said.
The most recent reported prank
occurred at 3:10 a.m. Monday in
Conklin Hall, when two smoke bombs
were lit under a smoke detector on the
fourth floor of the residence hall.

Fayetta Paulsen, assistant vice provost for Residence Life, said continued administering of practical jokes
leads them to become offenses.
"If they continue, they're not
pranks," she said. "If they continue,
they're harassment cases."
From a prank, the situation can
escalate into harassment, menacing,
agitated menacing and ultimately
assault.
Bess said harassment occurs when
"the victim decides it (the prank) has
become intolerable."

For example, telephone harassment involves calls made without
"the purpose of legitimate communication. *
LEGALLY, IT occurs when someone
knowingly makes repeated anonymous or obscene phone calls at "inconvenient" hours or not stopping the
calls when asked, Bess added.
Menacing is knowingly making
someone believe that harm will come
to them or their family. Aggravated
menacing includes the threat of "serious harm."

Assault is the next step after agitated menacing if the prankster carries out his threat.
Campuses are the perfect place for
pranks to occur, Bess said.
"Everybody's young. It's kind of an
'in' thing to do, he said. "The community Is relatively close-knit with
people knowing lots of other people.
"There's a lot of pressure and one
way to relieve pressure is to pull
pranks."
Pranks are usually a response to
pressure and this pressure can be

self-imposed or come from peers or
surroundings, he added.
"It's much more likely to occur
here than on the west side of town
between a professor and a friend of
his," he said.
PRANKS ARE often pulled between
friends and the one is unaware that
his friend is responsible, Bess said. If
Campus Safety and Security is called
and the case is solved, the victim
rarely presses charges against his
friend.

Periodical
sections
expanded

Slithering visitor
by Laurie Madden
staff reporter
Everyone has heard of keeping
strange bedfellows, but residents
of Founders have given this phrase
a completly new meaning.
A three-to-four-foot rat snake
was found in the room of four
Lowry residents Friday morning. The
snake was definitely uninvited,
according to the residents, and came
as quite a shock.
The shock came at approximately
7:30 that morning when resident Pam
Morton got out of bed to shut the
dorm room's window. Morton's drowsiness disappeared when she saw a
"long, ugly, big, gray snake" resting
on her fourth floor window sill.
Next a series of contacts were
made. The residents first contacted
their resident advisor, who contacted
Mary Hummel, the hall director.
Hummel notified Campus Safety
and Security, who then contacted the
environmental services department.
By the time this entire process was
completed it was 8:30 a.m.. Tracy
Lewis, one of the four roommates
said. Glenn Cook, safety inspector
for environmental services, removed the snake from the room
and took It to be analyzed at the
Life Science Building.
"He just acted like it was nothing,"
Lewis said. "He caught it and never
said a word."
The snake was described by Dr.
Francis Rabalais, of the biology
department, as a nonpoisonous rat
snake. Rat snakes are common
throughout the eastern United States,
Rabalais said.
As to how the snake got on the
fourth floor of Founders, no
one knows. Lewis said the door is
always kept locked, and that everyone was home the night before the
incident.
"What's scary is to think about how
long it may have been in our room,"
Lewis said.
Hummel said she will be investigating the incident. No investigation will
be made by Campus Safety and
Security.

Abductor arrested
by Carolyn Van Schalk
staff reporter
Former University student Rick
Ratliff is being held in Monroe
County Jail, Monroe, Mich., on a
felony charge of criminal abduction after allegedly kidnapping his
ex-girlfriend, last Friday.
Julia Kay Smith, a University junior, 1445 Clough St., was "allegedly
abducted from her apartment
against her will" by Ratliff early
Friday morning, according to Bowling Green Police Chief Galen Ash.
Detective David Grey of the
Bowling Green Police Department
said that according to Smith's roommate, Ratliff unexpectedly arrived at the apartment — while
apparently intoxicated — to talk to
Smith. The roommate said that after a while, she heard screams from
the other room: she went into the
room and found Ratliff carrying
her roommate down the stairs.
Grey said that Smith's roommate
immediately called the police. Police
officials across the state were
then notified of the incident. Grey
added.
Ratliff and the victim were
found at a motel in Monroe, Mich.,
early Saturday evening, Grey said.
The woman was unharmed, he added.
"The minimum (sentence) he could
receive on this particular charge is
one year (In jail)," Grey said. "The
maximum is 10 years and/or a $5,000
fine."
The case is still pending and the
Wood County Prosecutors Office
had no comment on the case.
According to Grey, previous harrassment incidents Involving Ratliff had been reported by the
victim. Ratliff was arrested Dec.
1, for criminal tresspassing at
Smith's residence

"They say things like 'I would have
never called you (Campus Safety and
Security) if I would have known it was
John,'" Bess added.
"It's not necessarily to be vindictive, but as a bad joke," Bess said.
The prankster usually stops when he
realizes that he is annoying someone,
he added.
Bess said that although Campus
Safety and Security has no set policy
on how to deal with prank cases such
as this, things are dealt with in a caseby-case manner.

by Tom Augello
staff reporter

In one of the first speeches Dr.
Paul Olscamp made as the University's new president, he stressed
library improvement as a top
priority of his administration.
As an apparent result, the library has allocated an extra $35,000 for new periodicals this
semester.
"We would like to begin (receiving the new periodicals) at the
beginning of 1983," Angela Poulos,
collection development librarian,
said.
Poulos said the allocation would
be used to purchase approximately
600 new periodicals, with a portion
of the money used to fill in gaps
that exist in collections of periodicals that the library already owns.
She said these gaps exist because
past budget cuts forced cancellation of subscriptions at various
times in the library's history.
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University employee Lyle St. Clair rakes the top soil around the large mound of sod that
has been placed along Wooster St., across from T.O.'s Campus Corner. Eventually the
front of the mound will say "Bowling Green State University." St. Clair said the project
should be completed by next week if the weather holds up and vandals stay away.

Texas inmate possible
first lethal injection
HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) - Convicted murderer Charlie Brooks requested a last meal of steak and
trench fries Monday and met with an
Islamic chaplain as he awaited word
on whether he would become the first
U.S. inmate executed by lethal injection.
Brooks, scheduled for execution
just after midnight CST, would be the
first black and only the sixth person
killed since the Supreme Court allowed reinstitution of the death penalty in 1976. Texas' last execution was
in 1964.
Brooks, 40, who was fighting in the
courts to stay alive, was transferred
about 7 a.m. to a holding cell a few
yards from the death chamber at the
Texas Department of Corrections
Walls Unit in Huntsville.
Brooks' lawyers had asked the Supreme Court and the 5th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in New Orleans to
stay the execution. The appeals court,
for a second time, refused at midday
to issue a stay.
The Supreme Court was to rule on
the matter later.
PRISON SPOKESMAN Rick Hartley said Monday that Brooks was
"quiet and calm. He is fully cognizant
of what confronts him and is prepared
as best one can be."
Hartley said Brooks, who became a
Muslim in prison, visited during the
morning with Akbar Nurim-Din Shabazz, the corrections department's
Islamic chaplain.
The drug chosen by Texas to kill
condemned criminals is sodium thiopental, better known as Sodium Penlothal or truth serum. Two other
chemicals also are used to assure
death - pavulon, a muscle relaxant,
and potassium chloride.
The procedure calls for the condemned man to be strapped onto a
gurney and an intravenous needle
inserted into his arm. The drugs are
administered via a tube connected to
the needle and snaking through a

wall. Hartley refused to identify the
prison employee selected to inject the
deadly chemicals.
In addition to the federal courts,
Brooks' attorneys also had asked the
Texas Board of Pardons and Parole to
recommend that Gov. Bill ClemenLs
stay the execution.
BROOKS WAS SENTENCED to die
for the Dec. 14,1976 murder of David
Gregory, 26, who had gone with him
on a test drive of a car from the Fort
Worth used car lot where Gregory
worked. Gregory, his hands and feet
bound, was snot once in the head.
Another man. Woody Loudres, was
convicted in a separate trial of murdering Gregory, but evidence in the
trials did not indicate who pulled the
trigger and neither defendant has
revealed which it was.
Loudres' first conviction, for which
he was sentenced to death, was reversed and he is serving a 40-year
sentence he received in a plea-bargain. The reversal was on grounds
similar to the appeal by Brooks, that
some potential jurors were improperly excluded because they expressed
reservations about the death penalty.
Former Terrant County District
Attorney Jack Strickland, who prosecuted Brooks, joined the requests for
a stay of execution. He argued the
disparate sentences for Brooks and
Loudres were unfair as each was
convicted on the same evidence of the
same acts.
THE STH U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals said the latest appeal did
nothing to show that the evidence
failed to support the conviction as
well "as the jury verdict that his
crime and his criminal potential warranted the capital sentence."
Brooks was among 172 people, including two women, under sentence of
death in Texas. Previously, Texas
carried out its executions by electrocution. Brooks has said he prefers
lethal injection.
see EXECUTION page 3
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"FOR A COUPLE of years we
haven't bought any new periodicals
and the faculty is painfully aware
of this two-year moratorium,"
Poulos said.
She said the faculty was consulted when deciding which periodicals to purchase, and the library
received requests for over 750
items. She said this high demand
from faculty demonstrated a need
for even more money.
"It would be nice if we had at
least $45,000." she said.
see LIBRARY page 3

Energy-saving tips easy
by Tom Augello
staff reporter

When renting a house or apartment,
one cost factor that varies the most is
utilities. It is also the area with the
most savings potential.
Savings on heating bills is one area
where some simple measures can
produce noticeable results.
According to a pamphlet available
to consumers through the Bowling
Green Municipal Utilities office in the
city building, insulation is the most
effective means of reducing heating
costs. The pamphlet states that properly installed insulation can result in
savings of up to 50 percent.
If tenants believe added insulation
would be effective in cutting their
heating costs, there are two things
they can do.
One way is to let the owner know
about the problem and suggest insulation as the solution. According to

William Violet of Spitler and Violet
Rentals, most owners would take care
of this themselves.
"IF A TENANT had an idea to save
energy, we'd entertain the idea, certainly, (but) we'd have our people do
it if it were a good idea," Violet said.
Alan Green of Century 21 also said
they normally take care of insulation
themselves, adding it would depend
on each individual case.
If the owner does not want to install
the insulation himself, there is the
possibility that the tenant could put it
in himself, according to Don Titus of
Titus Realty. If the project is cleared
with the owner first, the owner may
pay for it. Titus said.

costs include replacement of old
weather stripping or caulking around
windows and doors, stapling heavy
Slastic around windows and leaving
le curtains open to let the sun shine
in can make a difference.
EVEN A SIMPLE measure like
turning the thermostat down can be a
big help in the fight against heating
costs. According to a Columbia Gas
brochure, consumers should set the
thermostat no higher than 68 degrees
Farenheit during the day. The brochure states if the consumer lowers
the thermostat by 10 degrees at night,
there would be about a 10 percent
saving on consumption.

In addition to free pamphlets and
"Most owners would take requests brochures available at local utilities
and act, but if a tenant were to take offices, consumers can request a free
the initiative and install it, then sure, home energy audit by calling a tollfree number provided by Columbia
I'd reimburse him," Titus said.
Other means of saving on energy Gas.

Gas tax may pass House
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan
administration offered a last-minute
concession Monday to smooth the way
for congressional passage of a nickela-gallon increase in the federal gasoline tax.
Transportation Secretary Drew Lewis said he would support a provision
making sure every state gets back in
federal highway and mass transit
money at least 85 percent of what
motorists pay in federal gasoline
taxes.
Even without that offer. Speaker
Thomas P. (Tip) O'Neill, (D-Mass.),
predicted the House would approve
the hike, prooably later in the day.
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes was more cautious. "It could
be close," he said. "It's not necessarily a sure thing."
The White House and leaders of
both parties in Congress favor the
legislation, which would funnel an
estimated $5.5 billion a year into

highway and bridge repair and mass
transit programs. The current federal
gasoline tax is four cents a gallon.
THE INCREASE would come at a
time when unemployment stands at a
40-year record - 10.8 percent. And
while the administration insists it is
not a jobs bill, its own figures estimate the measure would create 170,000 jobs in the construction industry.
In addition to the gasoline tax, the
measure calls for a sharp increase in
taxes and road fees on heavy trucks in
exchange for liberalized regulations
on truck sizes and weights. The trucking industry opposes this proposal.
The administration concession on
the distribution formula, was reported by aides to Sen. Lloyd Bentsen,
(D-Tex.), and confirmed by Transportation Department spokesman
Tom Blank. The distribution formula
would benefit the eight states which
received less than 85 percent of their

resident's taxes since the highway
trust fund was established in 1956.
These states are California, Indiana, Michigan, New Jersey, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, Texas and Wisconsin.
AN EXISTING 10 percent tax on the
wholesale price of trucks weighing
more than 10,000 pounds would become a 12 percent tax on the retail
price of trucks over 26.00J pounds for
example.
The federal tax on tires would be
dropped for automobile tires and
other vehicles weighing less than 100
Eunds. But, it would be raised from
is than 10 cents a pound to 25 cents a
pound for tires weighing more than
lOOpounds.
There also would be a change in the
heavy truck use tax that would eliminate the tax on lighter trucks but add
a maximum levy of $2,000 on the
largest ones - compared to about $200
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Kennedy reshuffled
84 Democratic deck
A U the hoopla about Teddy Kennedy's recent
■^■announcement that he will not run in 1984 is
quite ridiculous. Kennedy never had a chance to
win in the first place. His announcement can really
be considered the earliest concession speech in
American electoral history.
Ted Kennedy needs more time to revitalize his
tattered image. He needs the people to begin to
identify him as a slim good-looking charismatic
figure like his brother John. He has lost weight, but
most Americans still identify him as the fat-cat
counterpart of Tip O'Neill. Four years will give him
time to shake that and other negative aspects of his
image.

Civil defense drills are absurd
The Falkland* conflict taught Mrs.
Thatcher's government what a Jolly
little war can do for morale, so now ft

COMMENT
by Gary Wills

is planning Jolly little drills for a great
big nuclear war. Civil defense centers
are being re-established and evacuation plans rehearsed.
When, earlier this year, the government called a drill, few in Scotland
bothered to attend. Some regions refused on principle; others said they
would dearly like to play nuclear
games but they lacked some of the
fundamental equipment, like telephones.
But now the government is getting
serious about the matter, at the very
time when "The Atomic Cafe" is
running to packed houses in London.
(When my wife and I saw the film in
Washington, we outnumbered the rest
of the audience by one).
"The Atomic Cafe" is a film record
of 1960s' civil defense measures in
Anerica. It gives us a clip from a
government movie that advised pic-

nicking families to draw the tablecloth over their heads in case of
nuclear attack. That clip, like many
others collected in "The Atomic
Cafe," is ludicrous th governments
desires at the time were contradictory. On the one hand, popular fear
had to be assuaged if the government
was to continue nuclear testing, stockpiling and development. Some of the
film clips show Army troops being
urged to enjoy their historical opportunity to witness test blasts and to
muck around in the radioactive debris
shortly after.
On the other hand, people were told
to be on the alert, in a state of constant readiness, able to seize tablecloths and fend off enemy attack. The
message was a self-cancelling one:
"Worry," people were told, "but not
too much.
We are living through a replay of
those '50s inconsistencies. President
Reagan has given himself two assignments that sit oddly with each other.
First he puts on his alarmist hat and
says the Russians are taking aim at
our "window of vulnerability" and
may lob nukes through it any moment
now.
Having done that act, the president

changes hats and, wearing his night- to the disarmers.
cap now, he comes to soothe us. Do
It is hard to find a serious person
not frighten children with your horrid making serious proposals for civil
stories, he tells the advocates of a defense. The novelist Doris Lessing is
nuclear freeze - you should not resort one of these; she wants England to get
to scare tactics. That means he can serious about its shelters - which
scare us Into arming, but no one is makes her an even more trenchant
allowed to scare us into disarming.
critic of T. K. Jones than any unilateMeanwhile, the picnic tablecloth ral disarmer. Her view of an adequate
has yielded - appropriately - too a shelter system was confided to readhandful of dust. The president's civil ers of the Guardian: "It is possible to
defense adviser, T. K. Jones, admits survive all but the worst that can
that things have got a little too com- happen. It is a question, the experts
plicated for a linen shelter to give say (the ones that I prefer to believe),
entire protection anymore. Now we of getting the details right. The Swiss,
need to shovel some dirt on ourselves, for instance, have provision for mainand that will do the trick. As he told taining herds of animals underRobert Scheer of the Los Angles ground. We must have supplies of
Times: "The dirt really is the thing food and water for people and anithat protects you ... You know, dirt is mals. We must think, and plan, and
just great stuff:" T. S. Eliot promised foresee."
to show us fear in a handful of dust.
Job heaps dirt on himself in anguish.
A reader of Ms. Lessing must keep
T. K. Jones comes to tell us the same asking if the whole thing isn't a hoax.
thing can be fun. He will show us She calls it a detail to assemble underredemption In a handfull of (only ground livestock, but she is dead
partially radiated) dirt.
serious, which in this context, means
What this means is that the govern- she has found a new way to be ludiment, while advocating civil defense, crous. She is another sad exhibit of
does not take it seriously. It cannot do the truth that reason is already oblitthat without recognizing the scale of erated In those who try to deny the
the threat - which would give support bomb's obliterative threat.

Modern Rigiletto set in Chicago
has a flunky who caters to his evil
whims. No one knows that this flunky,
a physical misfit, has a daughter
hidden away. When the Duke's men
do stumble onto that fact, they mistake the girls for the misfit's paramour and kidnap her for Duke.
by Gary Wills
If this sounds like I'm telling the
story of "Rigoletto," that is because I
Edward G. Robinson movies. Chicago am. And if lam casting it in terms of
means crime to them. I tried to ex- the Mafia, that is because the English
plain what a clean city I come from - National Opera does that, too, in its
who else would neatly wash election current production at the Coliseum.
ballots and then dry them In an oven? (We can admit the Mafia exists now.
It is no use. A musical running here since the Sicilian clergy have stacked
Is called "Windy City," and it repeats It by name).
all the myths. Luckily, another AmerIf sound like the worst kind of
ican crime story is doing better busi- excess in "Jazzing up" a production,
ness, and its locale is not Chicago but but this one works. Not, necessarly,
New York. This one. too, has some because the bright if eccetnric Jonacliches - the back-of-tenements and than Miller has directed it - his prochain-link-fence scence of one set has duction of "Hamlet" is also running
strayed over from "West Side 8te»y A- here, and it is terrible. I suppose the
But this musical, unlike Leonard opera works because of Verdi. We
Bernstein's, deals with only one gang, forget that his story was "modern,"
led by "Duke," a ladles' man. Duke realistic, and shocking in its day.
If you tell people in England that
you come from Chicago, they tend to
give you the rat-a-tat gesture from

COMMENT

Yet, the real impact of Kennedy's announcement
was not on his political career, but on the the 1984
campaign. His announcement has changed the
entire structure of merace~ror the Democratic
nomination.
It is hard to underestimate the importance of the
Democratic candidate. It looks more likely every
day that Reagan is going to hang around long
enough to run again in 1984. It also looks more likely
every day that this country cannot survive another
term with Reagan in office. The only alternative to
Reagan is going to be the Democratic candidate.
In 1980 we learned the problems of a campaign
directed against a candidate rather than for another. We got Reagan because no one liked Carter.
And we'll be paying for that for at least two more
years. In 1984 we'll probably get the Democrat
because of the anti-Reagan vote.

The Kennedy announcement totally reshuffled
the Democratic deck. The cards left carry the
names of six men, Ruben Askew, Walter Mondale,
Sens. Glenn, Ernest Hollings (S.C.), Gary Hart
(Col), and Alan Cranston (Cal). None of these men
have announced full platforms for their campaigns
so the choice between them cannot be made yet.
However, it is now clear that the choice will
probably determine who our next president is.
With Kennedy out the Democratic nomination is
more uncertain than ever. And when that choice is
finally made, Americans had better take it seriously because we certainly don't want to have to
cast negative votes for Reagan and end up with
someone worse.
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I once asked Beverly Sills why she
had no Interest in singing the heroine's part from this opera. "Gilda is a
sap,' she answered. But you sing all
kinds of crazy ladies," I objected.
"But they get to sing so beautifully
about it, was her retort. There's the
rub. Gilda has only one aria - and
without the pyrotechnical "cabaletta" expected after a major aria in
Verdi's day. Sopranos from the very
first have objected to the lack of showoff pieces in this opera.
Verdi could, by the time of "Rigoletto," write show-stopping tunes better than anyone. But he was
interested in the totality and drive of
the drama. Miller's production returns us to the freshness and raw
energy that Verdi brought to the comparatively static form of Italia opera
in his day. This story Is streamlined,
stripped down, zipping along. Verdi
himself called it a chain of duets. This
overstates matters a bit, but It does
reflect the basic thrust of the action -

Carol for Christ this season

LETTERS
Christmas, a time of all times, is
fast approaching. To most of us. the
festive spirit is released when we hear
Christmas carols, and see Christmas
lights and decollations. The realization of the importance of Christmas is
a foundation on which every other
thing follows, in the name of
Christmas.
Christinas is a period set apart to
honor the birth of the most significant
person in the history of the world. On
that day, unto the world, a child, a
savior, Jesus Christ, the only son of
God, was born.
The birth of this person brought
about the birth of light, truth, salvation, and life - the mystery of the
ages.
Evidently, Christmas in any age
will only be as meaningful to us as we
are willing for it to be. It is no use
lamenting, for example, that carolers
no longer tour the neighborhood as
they used to; instead it is up to us to
gather our friends, grab our
songbooks and candles, and sing up
and down the the streets mat "Christ
the savior is born." It Is up to us to
personally put Christ at the center of
our celebration - in our thoughts, in
our homes, and in the lives we live the
rest of the year."
Uwem Johnion
12S S. College

Reader tells student;
'Get a clue In life'
I would like to comment on two letters
that appeared in the BG News on
Thursday. Nov. IS.
First, there was the case of Bob
Gibson and his all-sports pass. Gibson
is either a freshman or a person
without a due as to what is going on.
All-sports ticket pick-up Is Monday
and Tuesday for all weekend games
at the ice arena. In the case of the
Ohio State game, Friday night, If
Gibson had gone to the ticket office
Monday or Tuesday (Nov.8-9) he
would have received a ticket I am a
senior and in four years have had a
sports pass every year and I have yet
to be turned down for a ticket if I went
on the pickup dates. This information
la available at the ticket window.
Secondly, I would like to comment
on Craig Nikrant's letter about semester conversion. It may have hurt
him, but it helped me tremendously.
Not only will BGSU students be onehalf done with the school year at

Rigoletto's bouncing of others as he
stumbles to his doom, while laughing
and pretending to control events;
Rigoletto and his duped master, Rigoletto and his rebellious dupes, Rigletto and his victim, his hireling
murderer, his rival courtier, his nemesis; most of all, his daughter.
Rigoletto is the man who loses his
family to the demands of his own
thirst for power - a very modern
story, and one that Verdi returned to
over and over (though, so far as we
know, he had no children himself). As
sung tremendously by John
Rawnsley, Rigoletto becomes EveryFather to the very extent that he
enters the world of ''The Godfather."
He is a man living In every windy city,
follwing in the wake of every little
Caesar, taunted in every little Italy
(or big one), stalking through the
conscience of every father. Put Verdi
in whatever exotic setting you want,
we all go home whenever we hear
him.

winter break instead of one-third, it
also means there will only be 16 weeks
of class after New Year's instead of
22. Plus I can now graduate on May 7,
1983 instead of the middle of June. I
applaud the decision of switching to
semesters. Thank You, BGSU.

ident can still issue such duplications
justification for blazing up Central
America with Pentagon firepower.
Carl Millholland
Dept. of English

Slav* Fuahetti
OCMB (16S3

Education Building should
be cleaned of graffiti

Rough riding Ronnie
has It all backwards
Concerning your AP story headlined
"Cuban Visit: Reagan embarks on
tour." As usual Rough Riding Ronnie
has got it backwards. His quote that
"Cuba has become more and more a
Soviet satellite and a willing conduit
for advancing aggressive Communism" should read instead Cuba has
become more and more a socialist
focalpoint for Latin American countries trying to stave off advancing
aggressive U.S. imperialism.
I don't understand how Democrats
can claim such a huge moral victory
from the last elections when the Pres-

In the past three and one half years,
this University has spent a lot of
money to make this a beautiful and
respectable place for higher learning.
It has paid for the building of the
world's first mute bell tower and has
paid for the laying of the cornerstone
of the new Physical Sciences Building. This University has overseen the
completion of the Fitness Trail and
the expansion of the football stadium
in hopes of returning to Division 1-A
status. It has also spent a large sum of
money in labor for the cutting of the
grass and removing the snow.
But why in the world would they not
subsidize the removal of the picture of
the male sex organ on the north face

of the Education Building that has
been there since June?
Daniel L. Phillip*
OCMB #4192

Extended library hours
are needed during exams
WHERE can we go to study!? After
inquiring about extended main Ubrary hours on Friday and Saturday
night before finals week, we learned
there will be no such thing. As of now
the library is using their regular
hours of 8-6 p.m. There are some of us
who want these nights to study and we
have no place to go. We believe the
University should consider extending
these hours to at least 10 p.m. if not
midnight for students who want a
quiet place to study. We are sure
other students share our sentiments
and would also appreciate extended
library hours.
Michelle Maulorlco
Carol Jenkins
Lorl Beth Buckle*
Lisa Lenmann
Haven House «4S
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Greenhouse serves as educator
by Bernadette Bednar
reporter

Located in the northwest corner of the
campus is a building that some students never see in their entire four
years at the University. Its floors are
covered by miles of wandering jew
tangled around table legs. Coleus and
begonia plants decorate the many
shelves where over 1,0X10 varieties of
plants flower and climb.
The University Greenhouse, owned
and operated by the biology department, nouses several thousand plants,
from a banana tree to cacti to orchids,
and Joe Baker, greenhouseman, said
it does not take a green thumb to grow
them.
"Anybody can learn to care for
plants," Baker said.
He said once a person learns the
basics of plant care, the plants will
survive on their own. Baker, who has
tended to the greenhouse foliage for
the past ten years, said students are

welcome to visit the greenhouse to get
advice about plant care.
"I do help people with plant problems," Baker said.
He added that he presents proEams on plant care tor residence
Us and UAO mini-courses. Although Baker spends much of his time
alone in the greenhouse, several students drop in regularly with questions.
"THERE ARE a few people who stop
here every day," he said.
Many of the people who stop in are
those who know about the greenhouse
from biology classes or those who live
in the nearby Offenhauer Towers, he
said.
The original University greenhouse
was attached to the back of Moseley
Hall when it was the science building.
In 1968, the biology department built
the Life Science Building and the fourroom greenhouse. Two of the rooms
are set up as environments. These

Library
. . . from Page 1
Although vandalism remains a
major problem in the periodical
section of the library, Tim Jewell,
chairman of the library information services department, said
there will be no new security initiatives to accompany the new purchases.
"There will not be anything special in light of this event," Jewell
said.
He added there is a long-standing
policy where the most popular periodicals are duplicated on microforms, but said they have not been

rooms, the mesic and zeric rooms,
house plants needing warm (60-65
degrees) or cool (40-45 degrees) night
temperatures, respectively. Tne
other two rooms are known as intermediate rooms where the night temperature stays at about 55 degrees.
The daytime temperature for all the
rooms is 75^0 degrees.
Baker said the University Greenhouse is more like a plant conservatory than a commercial greenhouse
or nursery. He said commercial
greenhouses and nurseries differ
from a conservatory in that nurseries
cater to outdoor plants and commercial greenhouses have anything
grown out of its natural climate.
"A CONSERVATORY is like a plant
museum or zoo," Baker said.
"There has always been a mystique
about plants because people don't pay
attention to them," he said. "They
don't know how they work."

Baker added that plants are a very
human concern.
"We're latched to our environment," he said. "People eat plants
and cultivate them for food, drink and
fiber."
Baker said as civilization changed
and people moved from living in
caves to modern buildings, they
brought plants indoors.
"I think a lot of the reason people
grew plants is that they wanted to
bring the natural environment into
the unnatural indoors," he said.
Baker said most people expect to
see an old lady or man tending to
plants, but the 31 year-old greenhouseman said young children from the
town and men visit the greenhouse.
He calls them "closet plant growers."
ALTHOUGH THE main purpose for
the greenhouse is for the biology
classes to examine different plants
and soils, other departments have
used the greenhouse for their classes.

Execution
able to identify any effective preventive measures regarding vandalism.
IN SPITE of the increased allocation, Poulos said the University
ranks low in purchases of various
library items in proportion to its
size. Although the University ranks
fifth in terms of enrollment in the
state of Ohio, it ranks only'eighth in
the number of periodicals in its
library, she said.
"We need to be aware of what
our standing is and what the needs
of faculty and undergraduate research are," Poulos said.

■ . . from Page 1

Last week, Brooks wed Vennessa
Sapp, a 27-year-old Fort Worth nurse
who met him as a pen pal while he
was awaiting trial. Brooks has two
sons and a daughter by a previous
marriage.
BROOKS HAD SAID his religion
had been preparing him for death. He
said he hoped God would accept him.
"As my mama said, I sure don't want
to live in hell and then have to die in
hell," he said.
About 1,100 men and women are on
death rows nationwide, but only one
man in the past 15 years has been put

to death while actively appealing his
case. That was John Spenkelink, who
died in the Florida electric chair in
1979.
Four men executed since 1977 chose
to end prematurely their appeals.
They were Gary Gilmore, killed by a
Utah firing squad in 1977; Jesse
Bishop, who died in the Nevada gas
chamber in 1979; Steven Judy, electrocuted in Indiana last year; and
Frank Coppola, who died in the Virginia electric chair in August.
Death by lethal injection has been
approved as the form of execution in
Texas, Idaho, New Mexico and Oklahoma.

BG Mews photo /Jerry Cattaneo
Kalhy Daniels, biology graduate assistant, helps Cindy Marino. Ireshman
business major, to identity different plant species at the University Greenhouses
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Ohio law discriminatory? Honorary taps new members
WASHINGTON (AP)-A
lawyer for former Illinois
congressman John Anderson told the Supreme Court
on Monday that Ohio's
election laws discriminate
against independent presidential candidates.
A lawyer for the state
said Ohio's law made it

tougher for party candidates than independents.
George T. Frampton Jr..
representing Anderson and
several Ohio voters, said
the state law requiring that
they file signature petitions by late March had a
stifling effect on independents. He said the result in

1900 was that the 6 percent
of the voters who supported Anderson nationally were denied the right
to have their candidate on
Ohio's ballot.
Anderson initially sought
the Republican nomination
for president but later decided to run as an indepen-

Fellow YOUR team to
CALIFORNIA
with

0nly*382
includes:
• flight

• lodging for
2 nights

• football ticket
• all transfers
to Fresno
C'mon along and have some fun!

Channel 57' s Quiet
Campaign Continues
Our membership drive is quieter this year.
With fewer program interruptions, you can
see more of the great programming on Channel 57. But the only way to keep commercial
free television on the air is with your help.
Please mail in your contribution today with
the coupon below.

dent. When he tried to file
nominating petitions on
May 16,1980, Ohio officials
refused to accept them.
"THE STATE shouldn't
be allowed to discriminate
by saying that if you don't
get into the race at the
beginning of the election
process you can't get in at
all," Frampton said.
Noting that Ohio allows
voters to write in the
names of candidates not on
the ballot, Justice Sandra
O'Connor asked Frampton
how he could justify his
discrimination argument.
"The write-in alternative is not a practical
equivalent to independent
(ballot) candidate status,"
Frampton said.
He said Anderson was
able to get on the ballot in
most other states and that
Ohio's early filing requirement amounted to 'substantial interference in a
process that was going on
nationwide."
A LAWYER for the
state, Joel S. Taylor, said
the only thing the Ohio law
requires "is that a person
seeking the office of president make up his mind 7V4
months before the election
that he is going to run."

ceived his law degree from
the University of Toledo in
1981. He is the co-author of
Omicron Delta Kappa, na- two books, "Understandtional leadership honor so- ing Economic Analysis"
ciety, tapped three faculty and "Asking the Right
members, Wood County Questions."
Endres is a member of
Prosecutor Betty Montgomery and 18 undergrad- Sigma Xi, national science
uate students for honor society, the Amerimembership into the Uni-ocan Physicaii Society and
versity's chapter last Fri- tn» Quantum of the Chemistry Program Exchange.
day.
Dr. M. Neil Browne, a He was promoted to proBrofessor of economics; fessor this year.
r. Paul F. Endres, a pro- ROMANS IS the recipient
fessor of chemistry and of numerous awards for his
Dr. Robert C. Romans, an teaching, including 1977
Associate professor of bi- Faculty Member of the
ological sciences were the Year and the College of
three faculty members Arts and Science's Faculty
Excellence Award. Last
chosen.
The 18 juniors and se- year he was nominated by
niors selected were chosen the Office of Alumni and
on the basis of excellence Development as the Uniin one of five categories- versity s "Professor of the
creative and performing Year," an award given by
arts; social, service, reli- The Council for the Adgious activities and cam- vancement and Support of
pus government; Education in Washington,
scholarship; athletics; and D.C.
journalism, speech and the
"I was very pleased
about being selected," Dr.
mass media.
Browne, a University of Romans said. "This orgaHouston graduate, re- nization (ODK) recognizes
by Erin Esmont
staff reporter
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THE FOLLOWING students were selected in the
social, service, religious
activities and campus government category - David
Coleman, senior speech
and hearing therapy major; Randi Gardner, junior
political science major;
Penny Neiding, junior interpersonal and public
communications major;
Gerken, senior production
and procurement major;
Eric Schultz, senior man-

agement information systems major; Donald Lane,
enior business and prew major; Mary Myers,
junior M.I.S. major; Lisa
Slage, junior international
studies major and Marcia
Sloan, senior IPCO major.
The following students
were selected under the
scholarship category:
Donna Beck, senior environmental science major;
Carol Higley, senior administrative management
major; Carol Jackson, senior finance and international business major;
James Nakagawa, senior
geology major; and Cynthia Wisz, senior health
care administration major.
The following students
were selected in the journalism, speech and mass
media category: Jean Dimeo, junior public relations major; Linda
Kaufmann, senior broadcast journalism major;
and Cneryl Stein, senior
public relations major.

Officials to force
loan repayment

WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH

4- A // '

leadership, not only on
campus, but nationally."
Montgomery, a 1970
alumna, and Wood County
prosecutor since 1981, was
selected in the alumni category.
"I'm just tremendously
flattered by the honor,"
she said. '"There are a
great number of alumni
out there who deserve it
more than I. but I am very
honored," she said.
Carol Gerken, a senior
production and procurement major said she was
also very honored to be
selected.

WASHINGTON (AP) The federal governmen'
will garnish the pay or
pensions of 46,860 current
or former employees if
they do not meet demands
to repay $68 million in defaulted student loans, Education Secretary T.H. Bell
said Monday.
Bell said it "is the beginning, the kickoff of a new
game in collecting on our
loans." The deadbeats on
the federal payroll are
among 800,000 ex-students
who owe the government
$1.1 billion in loans.
Bell found the defaulters
by using a computer to
check the Social Security
numbers and last names of
10.3 million past or present
civil servants and military
employees against a list of
student loan defaulters.
The crackdown follows

enactment two months ago
"'. legislation authored by
Sen. Charles Percy, (R111.), that for the first time
gives the government the
authority to garnish up to
15 percent or the pay of
student loan defaulters on
its payroll.
PERCY, joining Bell at a
news conference, said the
large number of defaulters
in the government's employ "is really a slap in the
face to every taxpayer in
the country.
Bell also noted the defaulters were cutting into
the amount of money available for loans to current
students.
The computer match
showed 46,860 present or
former federal employees
defaulted ion 51,393 loans,
some skipping out on more
than one loan

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
POOL PARTY
When? Wednesday, Dec. 8
Where? Club Pool at Rec Center
Time? 810 p.m.
Cost? FREE
All past & present members of

$
^

AAA and their friends are invited
to attend. See you in the pool!
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7:30
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MO

NOVA
"Whale Watch."
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THE BEST TEARS OF OUR LIVES
Academy Award-winning film starring
Fredric March, Teresa Wright, and Dana
Andrews (1946)
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Christian ministers with music
by Dan Murphy

staff reporter
' 'We use our music to teach
the unbeliever that Christ
is exciting and to challenge
Christians to detatch themselves from material lifestyles," Owen Brock,
guitarist for the Christian
rock band, Servant, said.
Servant performed Sunday night in the Grand
Ballroom with Fireworks
and Uoyd Thogmartin.

a sober experience,"
Brock said.
Brock said he was born
again 10 years ago.
"I was 19 and I had everything, but the spiritual
part of me had not been
fed," he said. "Then people talked to me about reality, not do's and don'ts.
He said there were no
thunderbolts or lightning,
but the next day he set out
to share his Christian experience.

"We try to show people that
Christianity is not just a sober
experience."
Owen Brock
The concert was sponsored
by Restoration Ministries
and Active Christians Today.
Brock, his wife Sandie
and five other musicians
make up Servant. They are
Sresently on a seven-week,
2-city tour. They play
Christian rock, which
sounds like rock 'n roll,
except for the words.
"We try to show people
that Christianity is not just

"I READ the Bible and the
words lumped off the
page," ne said. "It was
miracle after miracle in
my life.
"It's like you've been
driving a Volkswagen and
somebody gives you a Maserati. It blows you away
and you'll go around and
tell people. That's what
happens to Christians."
The members of Servant
live in an Oregon commu-

nity of 80 people collectively called the Highway
Missionary Society. The
band and their record comry are just one part of it,
said, adding mat they
also train missionaries and
run a tree-planting company.
"It's an inter-denominational fellowship," Brock,
a licensed minister, said.
"We're interdependent our money is common.
"It's very different, and

it's hard work. A lot of
people visit but few stay,"
he said.
According to Brock, the
group's first calling is as
missionaries, then as musicians. Servant uses music for its message because
it is so effective, he said.
The band averages
crowds of 1,000-1,500 a
show, he said, estimating
that IS to 20 percent are
non-believers.
DURING CONCERTS,

band members give testimonies and members of
the audience who have accepted Jesus that night
gather in front of the stage
and pray, Brock said.
"There's a responsibility
when you're presented
with Christ. You can't skirt
the issue," Brock said.
"You have to be willing to
give up your life, your desires and aspirations. You
give up a lot, but I don't
miss it."
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i Welcome Party
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Inconsistency plagues hapless post-strike Browns
through the back door with
a 4-5 record. We've iust got
to play better, and that's
my responsibility."
The losses to Dallas (3114) and San Diego (30-13)
have left the Browns with a
2-3 mark heading into this
game against Su>.niniinBmnni» » m m m II i n 11 i»w Sunday's
per Bowl runner-up Cincinnati.
CLEVELAND, suffering
a series of problems both
on offense and defense, fell
behind, 27-3, to the Chargers in the first half of last
Sunday's game.
"I thought that our lineagainst Dallas. We played
lousy against San Diego.
We need to get it together," he said. "Somebody's going to get in (the
National Football League
playoffs) with a 5-4 record.
You might even get in

BEREA, Ohio (AP) Two straight convincing
losses mean the Cleveland
Browns must win three of
their final four football
games, Coach Sam Rutigfiano said yesterday.
"We played lousy
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he had just two tackles and
two assists in Sunday's
game.
"I just think it's probably more important that
the Cleveland Browns, and
particularly Sam Rutigliano, have to exercise
some patience," Rutig-

liano said.
THE BROWNS also suffered Sunday because of
offensive mistakes which,
Rutigliano said, were more
crucial than the defensive
troubles.
"With all the problems
we had against San Diego,

we had our chances to outscore them," he said.
"There were two touchdown passes dropped and
two field goals missed."

WASHINGTON (AP) National Football League
player representatives
voted 19-9 yesterday to recommend that the 1,500
players who struck for 57
days approve the fiveyear, $1.6 billion collective
bargaining agreement negotiated by the union and
the owners' Management
Council.
It was second vote by the
representatives to send the
agreement to the union's
rank and file, and the first
in which they recommended, by a two-thirds
vote, its ratification. On
Nov. 16, when the
agreement was announced, they voted 19-6
with three abstentions to
send the agreement to the
players, but that vote carried with it no recommendation.

union and management
leaders.
Union chief Ed Garvey
said the "substantially improved" document would
r
'likely be ratified" by the
full membership when it
votes Wednesday.
"Negotiations over the
past three weeks have imBroved the agreement to
te point where two-thirds
of the reps and (union president) Gene Upshaw now
recommend ratification,"
Garvey said. "Had we formally voted at our rep
meeting two weeks ago, a
clear majority would not
have recommended ratification."
The union's 1,500 members will be given the
choice of voting to accept
the contract, rejecting it or
abstaining. If the vote is
"overwhelming one way or
another," the results will
be announced Wednesday
night.

changes made since Nov.
16 were:
• Pay protection for
players should the NFL
expand the current 16game schedule. Union offlcials had charged the
league with trying to
lengthen the regular season to 18 games in 1983
while continuing to base)
wages on a 16-game schedule. Management officials
deny any plans to expand
the regular season.
• The 1983 draft must be
held in May. The league,
which had sought to move
the draft up to February,
did win the right to do so
after 1984, to within six
days of the Pro Bowl or, if
the Pro Bowl is not played,
within 10 days of the Super
Bowl.
•An impartial arbitrator
can postpone a players'
club-ordered suspension,
for the first time, until he
renders a decision.
• jCareer-ending injury
protection increased to
$65,000. Under the contract
which expired in July, the
maximum pay for a career
ending injury was $37,500.
In the agreement of Nov.
16 it was $50,000. Management officials say increasing the injury protection
was the idea of Pittsburgh
Steelers president Dan
Rooney, who used it in
exchange for Garvey and
Upshaw's promise to recommend ratification.

A NUMBER of changes
were agreed to by both
sides in a series of subsequent meetings between

» Opportunity to make up
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» Voluminous home-study
materials constantly
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eipert in their field.
> Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers
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He said kicker Matt
Bahr should not be blamed
for the missed field goals.

NFL player representatives
endorse player-owner pact
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Wednesday, Dec. 8

REFERRING to Cousineau, a former No. 1 draft
pick of the Buffalo Bills
who chose to play in Canada for three years. Rutigliano said: "I don't think
anybody who entered the
NFL. including (Pittsburgh's) Jack Lambert,
played two games, went on
strike for eight weeks and
came back and played
three games and was a
dominating player. I just
think he needs some time."
Cousineau leads the
Browns with 26 tackles and
14 assists this season, but

backers played poorly,"
Rutigliano said, noting
that of the four starters,
only Dick Ambrose has
much NFL experience.
"When you play a threeman line, one of the most
important elements of
your defense is your linebackers. It's very important that those people are
productive."
Rookie Chip Banks and
former Canadian Football
League player Tom Cousineau could become great
players, but they need
time, the coach said.
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There's a better way
to get there this Christmas.

NewSchlitzLight!
Stays light all night long*
-

Greytxxjnd is going your way with trouble-free, economical
service You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations And
talk about comfort You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room
lor carry-on bags.
So next trip, go with the nde you can rely on. Go Greyhound.
ToCampua

From Campus
Bowling Green
(Menu Gym)
Cleveland iPur.tas
RaptdSlaW 150tn)
Cleveland (Greyhound
Terminal)
Maple Heights

730p
8 OOp

Maple Me^Ms
Cleveland
(Greyhound Terminal)
Cleveland (Purtas
Rapid SlaW 150th)
Bowling Green
(Mena Gym)

4 15p

5l5p

SKI
BLUE MOUNTAIN
Meeting: Tues. Dec. 7
8:30 p.m.
070 Overman
$20 Deposit Due
* LAST CHANCE *

For convenient dally service and complete Information call 353-5902
8creflum operate even/ ■«—"0 t»cw ftmng r»aay> •>*
■uBiect 10 change Some tervrce require* rwarvahon*

• mo wr*\w txaa* Pnoet am K*eduie«

f4 GO GREYHOUND
S^m. And leave the tfivng to us.

INFO:
354-1053

t'Mi G-»y*ou"dU"«§. mc

PUN AND CHALLINOINB TIMia.
■TOP ■ Y THB PALCON'S NMT
TO RBCPIVP 1 PPM TOK1N,

At The Student Union
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SPORTS
Cagers lose to Murray State;
defeat stubborn Ferris State
by Keith Walther
assistant sports editor

It was the kind of game that fans
not only should have paid to get in
for, but also to leave.
Bowling Green basketball coach
John Weinert called last night's 8178 Falcon loss to Murray State in
Anderson Arena "unquestionably
the best game played here since
I've been coach (at BG)."
And that may be an understatement.
There were slam dunks; there
were technical fouls; there was
good defense - but excellent offense. Add to all this a couple of
questionable calls by the referees
and one has a game that was a
sheer delight to watch for any avid
basketball fan.
But BG would have rather
played in a dull, slow-paced game and won.
The loss, which broke a 15-game
BG winning streak at home and
drops the Falcons to 3-2 on the
year, was at the hands of a team
that most BG fans knew little
about.
But Welnert's crew knew all
about the Racers - a team that won
20 games a year ago and has participated in the National Invitational Tournament two of the last
three years. And now, according to
MSU point guard Lamont Sleets,
the BG fans Know.
"THEY (BG) have good fans;
they had a good crowd," the 5-foot10 lunlor from Eminence, Ky.,
said. "We feel we have a great ball
club and a great basketball tradition at Murray State. We want to
leave the people wherever we go
with a feeling that they have seen a
good ballclub.
"We came in with a lot of respect
for Bowling Green. They kept the
pressure on us - but we like pressure," added Sleets, who lea the
Racers with 18 points. "We have a
veteran ballclub and our patience
showed. You have to be patient on
the road, especially with a team
BG News photo/Patrick Sandor Uke they are and with their fans."
Bowling Green's Paul Abandroth (top right), Colin Irish (top left), Bill Falne (center), Ferric
That BG crowd did not have
Slate's Stave Roieeau (42), and an unidentified Ferris State player battle for a rebound In
much to cheer about with 8:54 left
BO'a win over the Bulldogs In Anderson Arena, last Saturday.
in the game and the Racers holding

a 16-point lead, 66-90.
But, a three-point play by Lamar
Jackson - along with a David Jenkins field goal and two David Greer
jumpers - reduced the margin to
With 5:34 left, the Racers called
a time-out, leading 68-61.
A field goal by BG's Colin Irish,
who had paced the Falcons in the
first half with 12 points and finished
with 20, narrowed the margin to 6863.
FROM THERE it was a see-saw
battle until, with 1:26 left. Jenkins
connected on two free throws to
make it 72-69. A Sleets layup countered by BG's Keith Taylor's 18foot jump shot from the wing followed. The Falcons immediately
called a time-out with the clock
reading 1:01.
Jenkins stole the ensuing inbounds pass and was fouled by
MSU's Walt Davis. Jenkins went to
the foul line and made the first end
of a one-and-one but missed the
second shot - narrowing the score
to 75-72.
With MSU spread out in a fourcomer semi-delay offense, Davis
broke free on the baseline and
rammed a reverse dunk home to
make it 77-72.
But Jenkins, like so many times
before in the second half, answered
for the Falcons with a 15-foot
jumper and BG called a quick
time-out with 32 seconds left in the
contest.
MSU's Sammy Curran, who had
hit on 25 consecutive free throws
going into the game, connected on
two more to lift the Racer's lead to
79-74 shortly thereafter.
On BG's next trip down the floor.
David Greer missed a lumper and
MSU's Ricky Hood scraped down
the rebound for the Racers. But
BG's Bill Faine poked it away from
Hood, right into the hands of Jenkins, who then laid it in to make It a
79-76 score.
FOLLOWING A Falcon time-out
Jenkins again stole the ball, his
seventh theft on the night, and he
was fouled by Davis with 11 seconds left. Jenkins coolly drilled
both freebies to close the gap to 7978.

But Hood then hit on two foul
shots with five seconds left to ice
the game for MSU.
"fm proud of my team," Weinert said afterwards. "We were
down 15 points at half (44-29), and
they (MSU) shot 84 percent from
the field in the second half and we
still got it to within one point. We do
come back.
"We have so many front line
players playing hurt. Greer is not
taking the shots he usually does
because his (strained) wrist is
hurting. Jenkins, Colin, Lamar - if
we could have put a healthy ball
club out there then I think we would
have beaten them."
But although Jenkins is still recovering from a stress fracture in
his foot, it did not seem to bother
him. He was everywhere in the
second half, scoring 22 points in the
final 20 minutes while adding numerous steals that often were converted into key BG buckets. His
play, and the play of Irish in the
first half, kept the Falcons in it.
"They have a nice ball club.
When they get a healthy line-up in
there, they will probably live up to
all the expectations people have for
them," Greene said. "I feel fortunate to get in and out of here with a
win. We were tentative in the second half and they played loose as a
goose. It almost cost us."
THE FALCONS had extended
their home winning streak to 15
games last Saturday night, by
beating a pesky Ferris State team,
64-55.
FSU, a Division II team that won
over 20 games last season while
winning the Greater Lakes League
championship, played BG tough
throughout the game. So tough, in
fact, that with 2:41 remaining in
the game, the Bulldogs were down
by only four points, 57-53.
"I thought they were a good
team," Weinert said. "They have
three or four players that could
play in the MAC for sure.'
Jenkins paced the Falcons with
25 points. Faine added 18 points
ana nine rebounds.
Mike Gillespie paced the Bulldogs with 24 points.

BG icers maintain CCHA lead despite series split

Bowling Green's hockey team got
some timely goaltending from senior
Mike David and some timely play
from Notre Dame's hockey team to
retain its lead in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association, by splitting
its series against Michigan Tech, in
Houghton, Mich.
The Huskies took the first game of
the series with a come-f rom-behind 65 victory at the Student Ice Arena,
and they nearly equaled that feat in
the second contest, but David turned
back a last minute rally to give BG a
5-4 win.
The split left BG atop the CCHA
standings (with a record of 11-2-1 in
the league, 11-3-2 overall) thanks to a
3-2 Notre Dame victory over second-

place Michigan State last Friday in
South Bend, Ind. BG had defeated the
Fighting Irish, 12-2 and 12-3 just one
week earlier, but Notre Dame rebounded to prevent the 11-3 Spartans
from gaining the top spot in the standings.
THE SPLIT DID NOT come easily
for the Falcons, even though they
outscored Michigan Tech in four of
the six periods played between the
two teams.
BG jumped out to 2-0 leads each
night, only to see the Huskies storm
back into the game during the second
period of each contest. The Falcons
and Huskies have each been strong
second period teams all season, but
MTU proved to be the stronger of the

two during the second stanzas last
weekend.
In the first contest, co-captain
Brian Hills put BG on the board first
with a power play goal in the opening
period, and Dan Kane's 14th goal of
the season gave the Falcons a 2-0 lead
at the 1:20 mark of the second period.
But Jeff Wylie, Doug Harris, Mark
Nepi and Todd Scott all scored unanswered goals to give MTU a 4-2 lead
with 3:01 left in the period. Nepi and
Scott both scored on breakaways,
with the former skating past BG's
Garry Galley to come in alone on
David, and the latter picking up a
Dave Ellett turnover at the Huskie
blue line to start a MTU breakaway.
"THE PUCK BOUNCED over

Dave's stick," BG coach Jerry York
said of the play. "It was late in the
period and the ice was getting choppy.
Dave played it right, but it just
bounced over his stick. It was a bad
break."
Peter Wilson brought the Falcons to
within one goal at the 9:04 mark of the
second period, but Scott put a shot in
off David's glove just 12 seconds later.
Two more power play goals (by freshmen Gino Cavallini and Jamie Wansbrough) kept BG in the contest, but
sandwiched in between was a solo
break by Tech's Brian Clark, who
scored what would prove to be the
game-winning goal. Clark came in
untouched while the Falcons were on
a line change.

"I thought we controlled the first
period," York said. "But in the second period, with their power play
situation, they controlled it. The third
period was as exciting as college
hockey can be."
WHAT PROVED to be more exciting than Friday's third period was the
second and third periods of Saturday's contest. Wansbrough scored his
second goal of the series and fifth goal
in his last four games to give BG a
one-goal lead after one period, and
Kim Collins scored his fourth shorthanded goal of the season 59 seconds
into the second period to give the
Falcons a 2-0 second-period lead for
the second night in a row.
Frank Loconsole brought MTU to

Dominating individual efforts
push Falcon women past CSU
by Marc Delph
sports reporter

This Bud's for all the Bowling
Green women roundballers who
aided in knocking Cleveland State
from the unbeaten ranks last Saturday evening in Anderson Arena,
69-59.
• For Cary McGehee, who
poured in 10-of-18 field goal attempts to lead all scorers with 20
points. Her defense also slowed
down Viking scoring machine Dianne Foster to 7-of-17 from the
field.
• For Melissa Chase, who became just the second woman in BG
history to surpass the 1,000-point
career mark with a 15-foot jump
shot midway through the first half.
She finished the night with 11
points.
• And for Chris Tuttle and Sue
Pokelsek, who both scored in double figures. Tuttle was 6-of-9 from
the field for 12 points, while Pokelsek was 5-of-9 for 10 points and
pulled down a team-leading eight
rebounds.

Bowling Green'* Mellaaa Chase surpassed
the 1,000-polnt career mark In the game.

BG News photo'
Patrick Sandor

A FEW Budweisers were most
likely on the menu of Falcon head
coach Kathy Bole after the victory
as her cagers finished a tough
three-game week and came out
with a respectable 2-1 record. The
Falcons also played without the

experienced efforts of senior
Jeanne Arnzen, last Saturday, as
she sat out with a sprained ankle.
"She's i Arnzen | our best outside
shooter against the zone," Bole
said. 'She adds a lot to the offense."
BG led in the scoring race
against CSU the majority of the
night, only falling behind by four
points at 12-8.
The Falcons soon rallied back to
take the lead for good with 9:45 left
in the opening half when BG's
Chase sank her memorable 15-foot
jump shot that boosted her over the
1,000-point career mark.
AFTER A standing ovation and
awarding of the game ball to
Chase, BG continued to expand its
margin on the scoreboard. Both
teams' shooting percentages
were below par in the first half especially CSU's lowly 26.8 percent. Despite shooting only 44.1
percent themselves, the Falcons
managed to forge a 32-25 halftime
lead.
"Had Cleveland hit a little better
from the floor, the game would
have been closer," Bole explained.
"Their offense took a lot ot outside
shots; they must have confidence
in it. It's the kind of shot they look
for. They don't try to set up the
inside shot as much as we do."
BG came out in the second half
on fire and rolled up a quick 36-28
advantage before CSU coach Alice

Khol called time-out just 1:54 into
the half.
BG'S BIGGEST lead was 14
points at 50-36 after six consecutive
Elints by McGehee. CSU began a
te-game comeback but the clock
was its foe as a 62-57 score with just
over a minute left in the game was
the closest the Vikings could come.
The Falcons' Tuttle helped prevent the comeback victory by CSU
with four points in the last two
minutes.
The Falcons, led by eight point
second half efforts from McGehee
and Tuttle, shot a greatly improved
65.4 percent from the field. The 5foot-5 junior guard McGehee
gained the respect of all the estimated 500 fans in Anderson Arena
with her 20-point performance.
"I'M NOT surprised at all," Bole
said about McGehee. "It's a real
credit to Cary; she's worked real
hard in the off-season and so far
this season. Her defense is much
improved; we put her on the quickest players."
Bole had praise for the whole
team after their long week of play
against three highly-regarded
teams.
"I've got to give all the credit to
the kids," she said. "I felt we
Ejshed them extremely hard. It's
ard to be 2-1 after the competition
we faced."
BG is idle this week but will play
this Saturday at Dayton.

within one at the 9:02 mark of the
second period, but John Samanski put
BG back up by two with a power play
goal from Hills and Kane at the 13:21
mark.
Terry closed that gap to 3-2 just 41
seconds later, and Jim Bissett got the
equalizer with 43 seconds left in the
period. Thanks to a spectacular performance by David, BG was able to
escape the period tied at three. David
turned in 24 saves in the second period
alone, while Huskie goaltender
Mudge Thompsett turned in 11, as
both goaltenders faced a flurry of
shots from in front of the net.
This time, David and the Falcons
held firm in the final period.

Stolz named
1982 MAC
Coach of Year
Denny Stolz, who led Bowline Green
to its first Mid-American Conference
football championships in 17 years
this season, was named the 1982 MAC
Coach of the Year by a panel of media
representatives who regularly cover
the conference.
Stolz, who is 27-39-1 in six seasons as
head coach here, has one more game
yet to coach this season - when the
Falcons face 10-1 Fresno State in the
California Bowl on Dec. 18 in Fresno.
Stolz has an 82-66-2 career mark as a
collegiate head coach, and was highly
successful when he held head positions at Alma (Mich.) College and
Michigan State before coming to
Belling Green.
IN ADDITION to Stolz's award, the
Falcons' Brian McClure also received
one of the league's highest honors in
being named Freshman Player of the
Year. McClure, a quarterback, completed 113 of 176 passes for 1,391 yards
and eight touchdowns before breaking
his thumb in the eighth game of the
season. His status for the California
Bowl remains unknown.
BG did not reap the MAC's other
two top awards, as Central Michigan
had both the Offensive and Defensive
Players of the Year. Curtis Adams, a
sophomore running back, was named
recipient of the offensive award,
while senior linebacker Ray Bentley
took top defensive honors.
Bentley also was recently named
recipient of the Jefferson Award,
which Is given to the league's most
outstanding overall player.
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
CMC 7. 1982
AH Pets kkticri Minors
Poetical Science Honorery.Pi Sigma
Alpha. Meekng BA 1 1 5. 5 30 p m
LAW tOCKTY MEETMO
There wa be a meeting on Tuee.
Dae 7th n Epptor South Rm 300
from 7-9 00 pm Or Dan Herron.
AMI Proi n the Oapi ol Lagai
Studies, w* Da ma leatured speake<
AJ interested pHaai plan lo anand
Finance Ckib Meeting TomgM al
7 30nRm 113 BA Trxe meebng le
MANDATORY lor moae of you who
went to go to Oacapo!
Marketing Club Meeting
8 00 McFal Speaker Jamas Bel
lucha ol Draaaar Sales

MfcaofHy and Human Ralatlona
oomnilae maauno at 9 00
TOMOHT UN 109 B A
WOMEN IN BUSINESS
MaaUng Tcn«jht-7 30 pm 114 BA
Flaftaanmanta aerved.

LOST al Rec Cnfr gold Cham w/"B'
and heart Left n Locker Room 1130 MUCH sentimental value Cat
352 5084

LOST AND FOUND

RIDE NEEDED TO WEST LAFAYETTE, IND
OR ORCHARD
PARK. N Y ANYTIME AFTER 4PM.
12-15TH CALL SUE. 3723515

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
t AM
10:00 P.M.
1-KXMJH039

RIDES

Found OHO DRIVER LICENCE
lo ELIZABETH A. HANSINQEK no .
NS748228 Waa picked up MMMI1
Sam Be rialurinl and FAJeon Mow
apanmama Heel! no** al 121
SWaSlntalApl 2 lor coeecrion AW
tarPAvid

SIMPLE PLEASURES
PRE-CHfUSTMAS SALE!
25% OFF ALL MERCHANDISE!!!
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF BIG SAV■NQS FOR CTfWMASIII
Something new Is happening si
WFAL. 680 am Tune m 2nd Sam

app'ts made 7 daya
CALL TOLL FREE
1 800 362 1205

Something new Is happening al
WFAL. 680am Tune m next semes
ler. .

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Dissertations. Thesis, etc.

BACCHUS IS COMING1"
Don't mss out'
Spring Semester. 1983

352-0635
TUCKER TYPING
ColagWa. ttuamsss, personal
Nancy 352-0809
5m Yr Ful Time Service

COME TO%
OUR HOUSE ^i
L DEC. 27th

Typing up to 10 ops
75' page 353-4073

a

day

TYPING ALL KINDS DONE - CALL
SUE 893-4186
TUCKER TYPING
Coeegiete. business, personal
Nancy 352 0809
5th Year • Ful hme service
PERSONAL
Record give eeraye....great music
snd good times artth s WFAL In*
remote at Finders Sat.. Dec 11 (ram
12-4. Tune In and you could vrin an
album and receive special pries
Info at Finders. MO AM la where Ha

fc^.-.-.

at
BACCHUS IS COMING"
BACCHUS IS COMING"'
BACCHUS IS COMING!"

Hours
10am-4pm
Buffet Luncheon
Served. RSVP s
requested by
calling toll
free in Ohio:
1800362 1323.
ext 1686 or collect
from other stales
(216)444 1686

BACCHUS IS COMING"'
WATCH FOR MORE DETAILS
SPfUNG SEMESTER. 1983
Bacchus • coming!"
Welch tor more dels*
Spring Semester. 1983

Areas
Medical-Surgical
Psychiatric
Pediatrics
MaternityGynecology

We're sprucing up for our holiday open house! If you re an RN
or senior nursing student, plan
to |0in us Monday. December
27th and see just what Univer
sily Hospitals can offer you
and your career You'll tour the
clinical area of your choice,
discover our professional resources and meet the people
who help make nursing at
University Hospitals terrific.

Crvmene Bruno-Happy 20fh Birthday' Hope you have a great birthday
weekend Celebrate It nghl' Karynn
Charlene Bruno
I wanl you to know you're a great
Inend end I couldn't make It without
you We've had some rough times but
we always coma through I wish you
the Beslest 20m bilhdey and tors ol
good wishes tor the year Lets make
the rest ol the year an excelent one
Mary
Coming soon lo a radio station near
you THE CHANGE WFAL. 680 am
CONGRATULATIONS
Dan Keller
Lisa Stucker
On your wedding engagement
Cutlomlied T-Shfcts t Jerseys tor
your group or organization
Lowest Prices-Fast Delivery.
Call Jim 353-7011
OONN
Pretty soon youl have It
'made m me shade' on the
ski slopes ol Vermont' Have
a great hme-Wel miss you'
Love M-c a Jamie
FIJI
FIJI
FIJI
Meel the men ol Phi Gamma Delta
Dec. 6 In the Faculty Lounge
ol the Union 7:304:10.
FIJI RUSH FIJI RUSH FIJI RUSH
Getting Married? We sei or rent bridal
I bndesrnalds gowns A Wedding
Creation. 36 HaSvyck Or Toledo.
Oho I 531 3467 1 t* weel ol
Reynolds oft l-M Ave
GUYS N' GALS FASHIONABLE
THERMAL UNDERWEAR. COMES IN
1 STYLES GOES GREAT WITH
JEANS Of) CORDS. JEANS N'
THINGS. 531 RIDGE ST.
HEY GREGOfi. YOU SILLY BUNT
HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY FROM
YOUR SIGMA EPSILON CHI BROTH
ERS DON'T LET YOUR MEAT
LOAF'
Hey Thau Chi a' Thanks lor the greet
warm-up Thursday night You guys
were lots ol fun Love you al. The
Sisters ol Kappa Delia
•••HOLIDAY INN"Happy Hours everyday, all day
every night, ALL NIGHT

KAPPA Is COMING! KAPPA la COMMING! Information session for
Kappa Kappa Gemma Sorority Is
Wednesday, Dec • at 7:10 In 205
Hi,as Hall. E.eryone Welcome.
LOOKING FOR A NEW GIFT IDEA?
SAY MERRY X-MAS TO A FRIEND
WITH A "MALE STRIPPER' ANYTIME/ANYWHERE - FLAT RATE CHOICE OF COSTUME (INCLUDING
A STRIPPING SANTA). CALL PHIL:
M-F, 12:00-5:10. CALL 66»-7312.

Personalized Musical Moaaigai
by SINGING GREETINGS
You give us the racts-we write
and fling the song
352-5441

"1982 Los Ang eles Times Syndicate

60
61
62
63
64
65

Support
Come
Country festival
Caviar
Skilled
Region of the
pampas
Battle royal
Faculty member
Outlet
Members of the
fourth estate
Relish
Olympian god

DOWN
1 Oescended upon
2 Intimidated
3 Fire Iron
4 Any person
5 Refinement
6 Cosmetic plant
7 Leisurely
8 Rar.red chest
9 World Series
feature
10 Exuberant
11 Bucky of baseball
12 Scot
13 Heraldic bearing
18 Of
22 Palm having
leathery leaves
24 Plains ol South
Airlca

25 DC agents
27 Steel girder
28 Inky
29 Plane's prow
30 Savoir-faire
31 Piece of marble
32 Southern
constellation
33 Arthurian lady
37 Chime
38 Piece for a rustle
danoe
40 Mythical breek
matricide
41 Certain
Vlrolnians
42 Forbearing
43 Ascertain
45 Window decor
48 Scandinavian
literature
49 Laundry
sppllsnce
50 French nanny
51 Irish poet and
dramatist
52 Pack down
53 Breslau's river
54 Polynesian
volcano goddess
55 At liberty
58 Tool for dressing
wood
59 Southern power
pro|ect: Abbr.

i

i

3

4

14
1/
70
7]

■[

1

'
'S

1

7

1

1

It

11

12

11

11
11

^
"
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F RmrrHe needed Spr Sam-Low
Ram. Sutneeee nice apt on sixth at
Non-smoker 354-1865 Mary Jo

STORE YOUR BKE
(15.00 tor entire winter
Includes spring tune-up
PUHCELL'SBIKE SHOP
The brothers ol Dona Tau Delta congratulate Jed Wise and Dense S>-.r
on their lavatermg Good Luck m me
future
THE GAME ROOM 24S N. Main
« Token* lor 11.» dally.

bdrm

F RMTE NEEDED SPR SEM 2
BDRM 2 FL BATHS. FURN APT
WfDSWSHR. G OSPSL. CABLE TV.,
AC, LAUNDRY FAC . X-TRA CLOSETS, HEAT PO (MORE 1100 MO
CALL 354-3008.
F. Roommala needed Spr. Sam. W.
Vernon Apis USOfeem. 152-HM.
F. student needed to hi 4 person apt
al Campus Manor Wlr Semester Cal
352 9302 or 352 7365 eves.
Graduating December? Need 1 or 2
persons to sublet apt Wlnthrop
Tarraea. Napoleon Road. 352-4145
Hejpj
Male or Female rmmte needed/305
5 Mam St Stop by anytkne or cal
669-9199 to leave message (no
phone)
Male Rmte. Own bdrm.
own bathroom, turn. apt.
IIKHmo. Call 352-0031.
Male roommate needed$125'monm
plus electric Exceaanl location Cal

Ken 352-5603

TONIGHT AT COLLEGE STATION
LADIES NK3HTTHE BEST IN NORTHWEST OHIO1
LOCATED IN STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

M. Rmmte needed winter sem. 50 tl.
Irom campus, free heel, rant negotsatea. can 152-5910.

M or F rmlo lor Wtr Sem 2 bdrm .
2 bam Apt futy turn Gas. heal 1
water paid
S191 50-person'mo
400 Napoleon Rd 352-8345 Brett
orMesnda

M ROOMATE NEEDED SPRING 83
CLOSE TO CAMPUS ONLY PAY
ELECTRIC AND 1118 mo 3522216
Rmte. needed lor spr. earn race apt
airmen Cal 354-1904
RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS S95 PER MONTH CALL 352-

8364
Roommate neededHOufMo

352-9343

Treet yourself lor the Holidays!
With a cerefree perm (110.00. rag,
•40) or a precision cut (18.00. reg.
110.) with Mlndy or Dunn.
Roman's Hair Designers
Stadium Plaza 352-2107.

Sublease lor Spr Sem 1 bdrm apt
4495 Enterprise Nice piece heat
tent 354 3047 alter 4 p.m.

T-shirt silk screening. It your not
getting your shirts from JEANS N'
THINGS -your probably paying too
much!' Jeena N' Things. 511 Rldga
St
Very special congratulations lo
Detre end Joy on their Sigma ChiPhi Mu Pinning! Beet wishes from
the brothers ol Sigma CMI

1-2 male rmte needed tor 3 bdrm
hen house on 7m SI. Own bdrm
$125 « utl Cal days. 363-5751
and ask lor Gary or evenng. 8692488

Went e letter from a favorite movie
sear? How about e congratulations
or birthday letter? R.S.A. LETTER
WRITING SERVICE available now!
R.S.A.
JUST FOR FUN!
Wash tor less at
THE WASH HOUSE 280 N.Meln
Your campus radio station-WFAL
680 am-hea been hard at work mekng changes wlthm Its rormat system
Tune m 2nd Semester 'or more dotails
Classes are now forming lor LSAT.
GRE. GMAT. MCAT. FLEX, and
ECEMG Stanley Kaplan Education
Center. Toledo. Oho 1-536-3701

352-7366

Ska. KeeUe CPMS ISO erne. Salomon bkldlnos. ska new. 1/or aUe 10
Large boot 190 354-1034

Male roommate • $125/month plus
ease. Excelent location, cal Ken et

352-5607
Fff aft to euMeeae far 2nd Sam.
Cell Sharon el 1H-4H8.
2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semeeter Close to Campus. 2nd and
High Cal Erica at 352-4062
F Rmte needed. 2nd semester,
non-smoker. 1560 earn
521 E.
Merry cal 352 3915
FEMALE ROOMMATE
YOUR OWN BEDROOM
$132 50 A MONTH. 352-3116

F. RMMTE SPR. SEM. FURN. APT.
CALL TERRI 154-1111.

TO LOVER BOY STEVE JENKINS
SHE'S ONLY 18 1 GOES TO O.U.
EVERYTIME SHE CALLS ALL SHE
CAN SAY IS STEV1E I LOVE YOU A
LAVAUER IS OK BUT A RING?
FROM YOUR SINGLE ROOMIE'

To the AX B L Morning Crew
KOHow bad do you went a horse, ol
course? Kety-Do you eke jeto or
would you rather have It In your ear?
Carrie-Just what Is a blank? Nancy
Are the minutes out yet or are you slil
worried about your dress? Beth-How
much would you pay lo pronounce
Beeusay? Elaine-How Is the ram m
Spam? Mekw-Wl you find him under
the umbrela or mistletoe?- Only the
cards know!

Pioneer SX 780 receiver 45 watte
Kenwood KD 3050 daect drive
imtble S325 352-415S

Wanted M
rmmte lor house.
St 20 00 per month cal Joe St 3523812

BEAT THE BG WINTER!!
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
1 bdrm turn apt to subleese 2nd
Sem Excelent lor 1 or 2 parsons.
Grad or Underored RENT NEGOTIABLE. Outet end friendly neighbors
Cal Mark -372-1943 from 7-10 pm
Female needed lo sublease Campus
Manor Apt 2nd Sam ol leal 10
weeks Cal Kethy at 354-3084
2 Roommates lo share 4 bdrm house
w/3c«ier» $100/mo 303 E Merry
SI Cal 354-1543
F. non-emokmg rmmt. lor Spring
earn. HaM a house w/laundry lacllllies and basement! Nice! ItOOfmo.
- 10 mln. walk lo campus Call Lisa
al 351-«M1 after 4:30 p.m. week-

«a*

FOUND CAMERA — call Maureen at
354-3038 after 5 pm with in 3 days

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
TO SHARE 2 PERSON APT FOR
SPRING SEM CALL 352 8642

F. ROOMMATE NEEDED
OWN ROOM
RENT NEGOTIABLE. 352-2114

M
ROOMMATE FOR APT TO
SHARE W/ 3 OTHERS 180/MO
CALL 352-7917

F NEEDED SPR SEM OWN BED
ROOM. $85 MO E MERRY ST
CALL 362-0822.
2 bedroom ailment
dose 10 campus Subteafle January
May Cal 352-2215.
2 OR 1 RMTE IS) NEEDED FOR
SPR SEM 1 MIN WALK TO CAMPUS
DISHWASHER t 2 FULL
BATHS. COMPLETE
FURN
S125/MO CALL USA OR CINOI
354-1998
••• 2 ($85)or 1 (137 50) mo Mala
Rmllsl needed lo sub specious 2
bdrm apt w/ a respectable sr sales
mgr . lor Spr Sem HURRY. Dec
rent FREE' May move m mvned Bil.
362-2890
1 F rmte needed immeolaiery
185 mo own bdrm Cal 352-9107
tF.nwte. needed tor next sem. Nice
api. Rent negotiable.. 352-1M7
Sandaa
1 F. rmte needed 2nd Semester
$133.00 a mo No utl . by Mac
West Cal 352-3616
l M or F needed to sublease 1
bdrm unfum apt Close to campus

354-3162
1 or 2 people lo subleese apt close
lo campus tor spr sem If interested
cal 353-3085 after 8 pm
1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED
SUPER CLOSE TO CAMPUS $100
A MONTH SPRING SEMESTER
352 4457
2

students needed lor 5 bdrm
house. Spr Sem 319 P*e SI
1-267-3341

HELP WANTED
The BG NEWS
is accepting applications lor early
am delivery positions
MUST hare a car 4 be dependable
106 Unrversiry HeA-372-2601
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE WITH WENDY'S IN NEBRASKA. MONTANA. AND SOUTH
DAKOTA. BACKGROUND IN MATH.
BUSINESS, AND FOOD SERVICES
DESIRABLE. CAR—RELOCATING
EXPENSES PROVIDED. $25,000
PER YEAR. POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR SENIORS AND ORAD STUDENTS. TO ARRANGE AN INTERVIEW FOR DEC. 1. CALL JUDY IN
CO-OP OFFICE 372-2451.
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summerlyeer
round. Europe. S. Amir. Australia.
Asia. All Fields
1500-11200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free Info.
Write IJC Bo, 52-043 Corona 0*1
Mar. CA 92128.
The following positions are now
posted at the Unrv Student Employment Program Orlice Slop by 460
Student Services lor further informs
lion Office/Clerical 15 Work-Study
prjaajona. during break). Stockroom
Asst: Mam Tutor (Work-Study):
Wood Shop Monitor (Work-Study): 1
Animal Carelakw (Work-Sludyl

IBM TYPEWRITER
$350 Cal alter 4pm. 352-4850
Navy PCost Size 36-38C. kke new.
Deal offer 288 3226 after 5 30
Pants-various styles 1 colors Sizes
9-11 Al excel com) Lon 3521283. please keep trying

M

MODEL OPFN...

&>

*<$*

y

NOON TIL 4 00PM WEEKENDS
11AM TIL NOON SATURDAY

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

a?
Na$

51

te

C F Martin auditorium guitar. Mahogany, w/case • orlg owner, good
cond Seener Radial Trumpet, sever
parted, concert ouaaty ■ good cond
Cal 3S4-1196 alter 9pm.
Brown suede hooded jackal • great
condition sue 7 Cal 352-3710
Moose Home lor sale BeeutHul 2
bdrm . natural gaa. 12 < 60 Land
contract poeetue Cal today-352
0544 13.900 or best oiler
1970 Chevrolet good shape & cond.
Tuned up a mo ago $900 or best
oiler New snow tires Cal 3522835

KM RENT
Apartment for rent, available immedlalely, 1-bdrm-S195/Mo Cal Judy
353-6241
MAT THE 80 WINTERIt
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
1 bdrm. turn. apt. to sublease 2nd
sem. Excellent tor t or 2 persons.
Grad or Undergrad. Rant negotiable Quiet end friendly neighbors
Call Mark 16MS41 Irom 7-10 pm.
CARTY RENTALS
Houses, apts 1 rooms
Vacanciea now Rentals lor school
year 83-84 S Summer leases Al
near campus Cat 352-7365
Charming 2 bdrm apt In order home
lurmshed or unlurmened 362-6860
CLOSE TO CAMPUS1 Duplex. 2
bdrm , 2nd Semester Cal Newlove
Management before 5 pm 352-

5620
FREE HEAT! 1 bdrm dan. k. Utaty
Rm 2nd Sem Cal Newlove management before 5 pm for more into

352-5820
F Rmmte Spr. !112.50rmo; heart,
gaa. stove pd. Close to campus: call

in-iaes.
Male Senior Grad Student Private
and kitchen, close lo campus Entrance available 2nd sam 352-8043
Room tor Rent Fum Rooiv. Bath/Mch/laundry. $125./mo . 16
Irom campus Avail Jan 1st Cal
352-4948 after 5.
STOP IN FOR THE 1983-1984
APARTMENT LISTING ITS NOT
TOO EARLY TO START LOOKING
WE WILL NOT BE SIGNING LEASES
UNTIL NEXT SEMESTER CM Me*.
love Menegemenl 352-5620
Towne-Houae Apis 1005 N Grove
St Semester $225rmo plus gas A
alec Newly painted a cleaned Good
parlung 353-5891
Upper duplex. 2 bdrm . semHurn
Ph 352 0839
You owe II to yourself lo check out
Mid Am Manor 1 Chartee Tower Apts
cal 352-4380 Sun-Thurs 10:30230. 352-7361 Mon-Fn 5 00
8 00 pm.

2 bdrm. apt. • close to campus sublease Jan -Aug $320 mo includes heal, cable, weler a laundry
lacatles Cal 352 1238 or 3722601. ask for Eva
Two bedroom duplex open for Spring
Semester Futy furnished spacious,
one block from campus Cal 354
3171

OriNINOt'O* STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-MAN APIS.| JUMIrlH A FALL SCHOOL Tl At)
SMCIAl SUMMI* BATES (1) BSDIOOM (1 -4) STUDENTS SUMMER OUARTER

•
•
•
•
- •
•

Modern Furnished Cable T V
2 MM. Walk to CamBllS
5 min Walk to Downtown
25 business establishments il your front door
Large freezer for additional tood savings
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque gr* lor the gourmet i ook
• No car riRnlfld, aave en gas, parking ft operating coals
• No long welka on those iero«rln»er days or In the mud a slush
• Wei lighted streets between apts campus and shopping i

352-9302

•4

EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
352-736«5

Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rates John Newlove Real Estate

364-2260 or 352-6553
STUDENTS 1 FACULTY
We sal heve some nice apartments
available Give us a cal tor al your
houaaig needs NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 338 S Man 352 5620
WE HAVE A SELECT GROUP OF 1
AND 2 BDRM UNITS AVAIL COR
2ND SEMESTER FREE HEAT" AVAL. ON A FIRST COME BASIS Cal
Newlove Management 352 5620

Spring semester rentals now avalable One and two bedroom apart
mania
Convenient, apacioua
MesoWoew Courts 362-1196
Teed of roommetee? En|oy peace a
qu*t in our tuly rurmsheO atucho apt
sign up now tor 2nd semeeter of lake
edvanasge ol our Fal spec**! Charing Croaa Apts , 1017 S Main St .

352-0590

(h*>.t & AX. by 0-.HC.bto ■"•*.

U

Grad
students,
prolessionals looking for 2nd semester housing''
Consider a futy furnished studio. 1
bedroom furnished or unfurnished
apartment in quiet landscaped surroundings fust 8 minutes Irom campus Located near two shopping
canters Spring semester rental appfccatione are now being accepted Cal
362-7246 or vajlt Larnpeght Court
Apartments. 995 South Maai Street

Month ol May FREE with Spring
Semester sublease Clean t bdrm al
ubl pd S250/mo. Spa membership
nd Cal 352-3083

.i.umrTm,Maut)iD EXCEPT ELECTRIC

•1

Roommate needed (duplex) lor
Spring Semester Own bedroom,
dose to campus, comfortable, furnraned. and cheap Cal 353 6765

House lor rent across from Rodgers
Dorm-1030 E Wooaler. ajst remodeled 352 7365 Aval second Sem
Summer B3-'84 school year

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER o TAIL SCHOOL Of 196j

M

1 1 2 Bedroom Apts Avaaable 3523841 11 00-3 00 pmor 354-1120
after 3 00 pm

352 7385

BEHIND MARK'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO SrUlINO MILK A DORSET DHUO
AND CLOSE TO TACO BELL

We slat have vacant apt for 2nd Sem
1 a 2 bdrm Pats okay In some
locallona. Good price* - good servlea 352 2287 daya. alter 6. CSJ
352-6992 or 362-0232

. Model Op. n IsDOnta 4 00 p m WeekOn)
etoVlVri •1am Noon

S?

5 string harmony barao exc cond
herd case S125 or beat offer Cal
869-9199 to leave message

Vacancies lor 2nd semester houses.
apts.. and angle rooma lor mala and
female students Al near campus -cal

44
41

74 VW low meee reer neater, good
In gee. over sue snow Wee pkia 3
ewral.es Must eel Make otter Cal
3522835
I PC. WHITE LUOWKl OftuM SET.
TAWA HARDWARE. MOO HMTae.

Tim 354-1317

FROM $615.00 Per Person per Semester

41

Stereo Mereno PSR apeakera, Techreca turntable. Best otter 288 3226
alter 5:30
STEREO-TECHNCS 35 WATT RECEIVER, ADC 5-BAND EQUALIZER,
MARANTZ-3-WAY SPEAKERS
S225. JIM 372-4358

Must Rent Jan S3 1 Bdrm Apt
185<mo Gaa kid 4th SI Cal Beth or

FOR TMI CREAM Of THE CROP.
OO CAMPUS MANOR

M

Seener "Baindy" Flute
Open Hate. Sllner Nickel
SS4-1M2

1 BDRM APT NEAR CAMPUS
NICE AREA AVAIL IMMED CALL
DAVID. 1-382-3110

FOR SALE

• Friendly. Helpful Landlords

"

M

F Rmmte needed for next sem. race
Apt Rant Negotiable 352-6967
Sendee).

F RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. FURNISHED APT. CALL
H1-7M7.
Vacendee tor 2nd aemeeler houeea.
apts . and amgle rooma tor male and
lemale students Al near campus -cal

10 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR

rHlTT)AILY"CR OSSWORD PUZZLE
48
52
55
56
57
58

F. needed far War. Duplex, earn
bdrm. 1 blk. tram campus ISO/mo
4 usH. U2-71H, Mas.

F
Rmmte. Your own
$132 50lmo 352-3116

STARLIGHT STARBFtKJHT WISH
FOR A STAROUSTER TUCK-IN TONIGHT 10-12 pm GET COOKIES.
MCK AND A BED TIME STORY
CALL 372-4875 or 352-7788
AFG Nut tans, you and 211 S. can
use the supply room AJone-or are you
going to invite him back to your room
lo bandage his linger? Oops! Wrong
Rrtkt Oo you mmk AJ.HIS a Melon
yet?JLZ
WFAL snd Finders Live remote1
Sal. Dec 11 from 12 00-400. Special record giveaways and special
prices. Tune lo WFAL leO AM.

INTERESTED IN RUSHING TAU
KAPPA EPSILON We wil be holding
an informational meeting for al interested rushees tonight from 7 309 30 Rush week events we be
announced PLEASE ATTEND!

ACROSS
1 Classical Chinese
poet
5 Hacienda
9 Privet border
14 Look
(visit)
15 Trior'i stepson
16 City on the
Allegheny
17 Examine casually
19 Painter of
"Olympia"
20 Be beholden to
21 Pot-au-teu
22 Vex
23 Hlghstrung
25 Lose patience
26 Commit a faux
pas
27 Disrespectful
31 Slender and
□raceful
34 Frljole
V, Klnrtof nr«-kni«r»
36 Advance
37 Quill
38 Variety ot pear
39 Caliph's name
40 Genus of Old
World trees
42 Jupiter or Venus
44 Nightmare
46 Prefix In aviation
terms
47 Section of film

Frmmte lor Unrv Visage. 190 'm 1
eteoldty Cal 382-2193

352-6061

PREGNANT AND WORRIED?
Free lest and help
Al Conddentiel
(4191241-9131

1350

FEMALE ROOiaalATt SPRRIlia
SEMESTER FUMMHED APT.
CALL TERM1S4-2111.

You are such a babe
I love you so much. Love. Mart.

Expert Typing
Reeeoneple Raws
Cal 352-7305 after 5pm

ABORTIONS

Loal 1 key on groan Clancy s key
Cham Loal around Hayes hel Cai
3524305

Female roommate needed.
Spr Sem Cal 352 3928

Say Merry Christmas with bakoona

1 -24 week lermmationa

352-0626

WANTED

Randy.

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS
PROFESSION ALLY DONE
CALL 352-4017

SERVICES OFFERED

Loal: 8 mo old Golden Lab Puppy
Anewera lo ma name ol Orion. Cel

PRE-CHRISTMAS SASH
THURSDAY DECEMSER •
PARTY WITH WFAL WO AM
DRINKS AND DANCE
FREE ADMISSION WITH BO I.D.

%'t

Houeea a apts close to campus tor
the 1983-84 school year
1 267 3341
1 a 2 bdrm apts
Conversant. spaooua-Moedowview
Courts
—362-1195

